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On Virtual Mass of a Grating of 

Flat Plates Vibrating in Water* 

(Received December 22, 1952) 

Fumiki KITO** 

Abstract 

In connection with the torsional vibration of screw propellers 

etc., there arose the problem of finding amount of virtual mass 

of a grat~ng of flat-plates which is vibrating in a water region. 
In this report, this problem is solved by using the two-dimensional 

potential function, and the result of . calculation is shown in 
a chart. 

I. Fundamental Expressions 

It is known, in theory of two-dimensional potential flow in Hydrodynamics, 

that a grating of flat plates as shown in (-plane of Fig. 1 can be related con
formally to a circle of radius c in the z-plane, by means of a function of complex 

· variable z ; 

( = _t_ [ eifJ log z-a + e-ifJ z-&/a J 
27l' z+a z+&/a 

where z = x + zy, t; = E + z"r;, 

and t is the pitch, (3 the stagger 

angle, of grating and l is the 

breath of each flat plate. a is 

a positive real number greater 

than c. 

When there exist a flow of 

water with angle of incidence A. 

to this grating, the corresponding 

complex velocity potential Wa is 

given by 

-a 

.,z PLANE] 

Fig. 1. 

* Read before Meeting of Soc. Naval Architecs, Japan, Oct. 1951. 

** J;1UJ{.lil!~ Dr. Eng., Professor at Keio University 
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20 Fumiki KITO 

The amount of circulation around each flat plate is here taken to be zero. If 

there exist no grating, the uniform flow with velocity V and direction ·A, is given 

by 

wb = Ve-i"- s . 
Therefore, the complex velocity potential UJ=Wa-zoli represents the flow caused 

by ·the grating of flat plates when it advances with velocity V to direction of 

angle A. 

Thus we have 

tV -ifl 2 . . A 1 z-c2/a 
w = w,, -- w~> = -2;r- e · z sm og z+c2fa 

The complex ve lccity potential, when the grating advances in the direction 
normal to the face of each flat plate is obtained by putting :\ = 90° into the 

above expression, and we have 

w = tV . ie-if3 log z-c2}f!_ 
7t z+c2fa 

(3) 

The velocity potential ¢ corresponding to this state of flow can be obtained by 

taking real part of the above expression (3). 

II. Amount of virtual mass for grating of flat plates when 

there exist no flow throgh the grating. 

The motion of water, when the above-mentioned grating makes a vibratory 

motion, is represented by a potential p = (!) cus (vt. When angular frequency w of 

vibration is not too high, and the breadth l is small in comparison with the wave 

length of pressure-wave in water, the wave equation 

1 o2<f> 
C12cf> = C2 012-

may approximately be replaced by a potential equation fl2¢ = 0. And the ex

pression for <j> can be obtained from (3). In order to obtain the amount of virtu

al mass of water, we should find the value of kinetic energy of water contained 

in a region CDEF as shown in Fig. 2, surrounding one member AB of the grating. 

rz 

c '-------+-+--
0 

lf_ fl.AN~/ i 

,-•-~--'JD 
----~ 

Fig. 2. 

According to a known theorem in Hydro

dynamics, it can be expressed as 

T1=)-pj¢~ds 
. 2 on (4) 

where p is the density of water, o¢Jfon 
the normal derivative of cp, and the inte

gral is to extend to entire boundary of 

the region. But, since the· value of inte

gral around the outer-boundary CD E F 

cancells out, we have only to integrate the expressi<;m ( 4) over the both faces of 

( 20 ) 
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flat plate AB. 
When a flat plate is vibrating with an amplitude A normal to its own face, 

the normal displacement r; at any instant is given by r; = A sin rot Hence, its 

normal velocity v1J is 

v1J = wA cos rot. 

According to previous section, the motion of surrounding water can be express
ed approximately by 

t .f3[ z-&/a] ¢ = (Real pt.) -7! A ro £e_, log z+&/a cos rot (5) 

Now, on a point "of flat plate we have ds = dl;, dt; = dl; + idr; = dl;. Also 
we have at there o¢/on = cu A cos wf. Putting these values into ( 4) we have 

T1 = j p w A j ¢ dl; cos rot= -~ p w A cos rot f ¢ (dl; + idr;) 

where the integral is to extend to both faces of the plate. 

And this expression is equivalent to the real part of a contour integral 

u = f (¢+-it/J)dl; = f (¢+i¢)(dl;+idr;) 

taken over both faces of the plate. By (1) and (5), it can also be written: -

t f [ z-&/a J .f3 U = 71:- A w i cos wt log z+&/a e-• 

x __!__ [ eif1 ( _ _1_ ··-1 - ) + e-if3 ( 1 + 1 ) J dz 
27! . z-a - z+a z-&/a z+c2/a 

and the integration may be carried out once around the circumference of the 
circle c in z-plane. The integrand in U has, over a region outside of the circle 

c in z-plane, two singular points at z = +a and z = -a. Therefore we have, 
by· a theorem on residue : -

U = Ji- Aro£ X 2~ X 27tie-if1 cos rot 

x [ eif1 log -~~=~ - eif1 log a
2 

+ & J a2+& a2-c2 

= (-_t__)2 
2n-Arolog a

2

+& coswt 
7! a2-CJ 

Hence the value of T1 is found to be 

T = 1_ p [ wA cos rot]2 [-t2 

2 log a
2
+& J 

I 2 7t a2-CJ 

For a member of flat-plate gratings, the virtual mass M is found to be 

7t 
M = pP-,fK (6) 

per unit length, where we have .put 

K = ~ (!_-)2 log a2+~ 
7t2 1 a2-c2 

(7) 

Also we have 

( 21 ) 



22 Fumiki KITO 

l 2 [ r.:q .y' a4 +c4+2d01c2 cos 2(3 + 2ac cos (3 t = 7i cos f'J og a2 _ c2 

• _ 1 2acsin (3 J 
+ sm (3 tan .y' a4 + c4 + 2a2& cos 2f] 

(8) 

Fig. 3. Value of the factor K 

For a/c ~ =, we have 

t 7t a 
z=4 -c' 

a2 +c2 
( c )2 log a2-& = 2 -a-

so that we have· in this case K = 1. 

Therefore for a simple isolated plate 

vibrating in water we have 

(9) 

When it is a member of grating, the 

value llf0 is multiplied by the factor 

K In Fig.· 3, the values of K for 

various values of t/ l and (3 are shown 

in a chart, thus making easy the actu

al estimation .. 

III. Effect of Flow upon the Virtual Mass. 

In the above calculation, we assumed that there is no flow through the grating. 

In an actual case of screw propeller which is working and is making vibration at 
the same time, there exist a flow through each blades. 

Let us assume that there exist a parallel flow attacking the grating as shown 

in Fig. 1 with an angle of incidence A. Also we assume the existense of circu

lation around each fiat plate, the value of circulation being determined by usual 
condition of finiteness of flow-velocity at trailing edge of plate. The state of flow 
can be expressed by the following complex velocity potential W : -

W _ tVo [ i<f3-~) 1 z-a + -iCf3-al) 1 z-c2/a 
- 2n e og z+a e · og z+c2/a 

+ iHlog z~~~a J = <P + i'l' 
where we have put 

H = .. ~ a_c !_sin (2/i_--_!!.)~-~---
'il [ 2accos (3 + .y' (a2 +&)(a2 +c2 cos 2(3) 

(10) 

When each plates of the grating is vibrating in this flow, the corresponding 
velocity potential ~~~ is given by 

~. :d <P + cp (11) 

( 22 ) 
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where ¢ is the value in previous section and q> is the real part of the above ex

pression (10). The value of pressure p of water at any instant is given by 

P = -p~ _ P [ ( a~ + a¢_ )2 + (_a~ + a¢ )2 J 
at 2 a!; at; a17 a17 

Write this expression thus: -

p =PI+ P2 + p3 
where 

p - - 1 p [ ( W>_ )2 + (-9<I> )2 J 1 - 2 at; ar; _ 

P _ -p :E_p_ _ P [ O<I> _E_¢_ + _ aci> ~a¢ J 
2 

- at a!; at; or; or; 

Ps = - ~- P [ ( ~t-r + ( ~t r J 
Pt is the value for flow only, and has no concern with the vibration. Pa has 
values of second order in ¢, so when ¢ is a smaJl quantity of first order, we may 

neglect p3• In tlie expression for P2, the term - pocpfot is the same when· there 

was no flow, its effect being explained in the previous section. The remaining 

term, giving effect of flow, is 

I [ a<P a¢ a<P oc/J J 
P2 = -p a~ at; +a;; a-;; 

On the face of flat we have, o<P/or; = 0, so that 

I a<P oc/J 
p2 = - p o!;- a-r (12) 

The resultant of this pressure P21 acting upon the face of the flat plate has 

direction of 17-axis, and the amount is : -

, . f aw acp 
F = --p-at a~- d!; 

Now on a point of plate we have 

(J<l_) TT v ·v; w = y~ = ~- z 7] at; = at 
so we have, also on the plate 

~~ ·~~ dl; =[Real pt.][V~- z"V71][v~- z·v7Jj d!; 

dW dw 
_=[Real pt.Jdr- ds ds 

Where W is given by (10) and w by (5). 

Now let us consider a contour integral 

f dW dw 
Q = :t at at at 

(13) 

-(14) 

taken around a circuit enclosing one of flat plate. 

a contour integral 

This can bfi regarded. as 

( 23 ) 
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Q = f dH' dw (!E__) 2 
dl; = f dW dw (~) dz 

j dz dz dl; j dz dz dl; 

taken round a circuit enclosing the circle c in the z-plane. But we have 

1~W d'UJ_( dz ) dz = Z dz 
dz dz df; 

= [ 4X'.,_e;cf3-~)(_1_ + _1_) 
27t z-a z+a 

+ ~- e-iC/3-~) ( z-~a + z+!2/a) 

+ iH (-z~a- z+~/a) J 
[ t A . -il3 t ( 1 1 ) J x ~it rote cos ro z- c2fa + z+c2fa 

x 27l' [e#3 ( _ _!__ + _1_) + eif3 ( __ L_ __ - z+~/a) ]-I. dz. (15) 
t z-a z+a z-c'/a 

Singular points of this expression are 

where 

(C) c' 
Zc =a, (B) 

(A) leading edge zA = Cei6 , trailing edge zv = - Cei8 

8 = tan-1 [ a
2
-c

2 
tan f3 J 

d"+c2 

The last one, that is the trailing edge, is not actually the singular point, since 

the circulation was so chosen so as to assure the finite value of flow-velocity at 

there. 
Let us draw a small circle of radius o with center at A, as shown in Fig. 4. 
We understand, as the contour for (14), the contour line made up of the cir

cumference of circle C exepting the arc ab, and inside half of the circle o. (make 

afterwards o ~ 0) 
The value of contour integral taken over a circle of radius C + S ( S being 

a small positive number) is zero, because there exist no singularity outside of 
this circle. 

If we donote by R the residue of the function Z in (15) for point A, we have 
for the value of (14): 

Qo = ~ ·27tiR 

On the other hand, Z being merely an algebraic fractional expression having 
singular points at A, B and C, the sum of residues at B and C is equal to - R. 

Therefore we have, by calculation of residues at points zc = c'/a and zB = -c'/a, 

- R = t Vo e-iCf3-~) { _j_ Aroi e-if3 cos rot} 2/l' eif3 
27t 7t t 

+ [- ;~o e-i(fJ~t»)- iH ]{ ! Aroie-•~ cos rot} 2; eifJ 

( 24 ) 
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= - iH2Aro'i cos rot= 2HAm cos rot 

Thus we have 

Q = - 2 1t ,· H A ro cos rot 

and this is pure imaginary. So that its real part is zero, and consequently we 

Fig. 4 

have in (13), F' = 0. This shows us that, 

at least when we confine to ideal fluid, the 

effect of flow has nothing upon the value 

of virtual mass. 

Note : The Author has shown afterwards, 

that in general the value of virtual mass 

is not affected by the presence of a flow 

around a vibrating body, so long as the 

flow is a potential flow. 

.. 
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